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Interactive Projection System

BEAM Table



 Convert Any Table Into
a Fun-Filled Experience

BEAM Table is an award-winning 

gaming system for kids that converts 

tables of all shapes and sizes into 

a fun-filled experience. The device 

works by projecting motion activated 

games on table surfaces, which are as 

accurate as a touch screen.

Parents and Kids 
Love BEAM Table

The entire family loves BEAM Table. 

The interactive gaming system 

ignites children's imaginations 

and keeps kids entertained and

focused. BEAM Table encourages 

participation and kids never 

get bored.

The BEAM Table device is completely seamless, easy to install, and 

safe, as well as customizable to fit your business needs. We offer a full 

maintenance package designed to give you comprehensive service.

Seamless and Easy



BEAM Table Benefits

Fits with any table 

shape and size 

+No wear and tear 

on the tables

+

+ Improves customer 

experience

+ Simple and

easy to use

+ Increases ROI

and sales

+ Families can 

play together 

Endless hours of 

easy and safe play

+ Seamless and

easy to install

+



Hours of Fun
BEAM Table games will inspire 

children and provide hours of 

entertainment and fun for the 

entire family. Our customized 

games also improve children's 

participation, cognitive skills, 

and encourages collaboration.

The BEAM Table device is completely 

customizable to fit your business's 

needs. The device can promote your 

brand, display sponsor or advertising 

partners, and more, while the games 

are not being played. Logos can also be 

inserted within the architecture of the 

game to maximize your brand's exposure, 

so you are able to fully optimize the 

device to benefit your business.

A Unique Customizable
Advertising Solution

Our Customers



BEAM Games

Dozens Of Games To Play.
One Place To Play Them All

From highly-active competitive sports games, to energetic 

collaborative games, to colorful patterns, to educational 

preschool scenarios, BEAM has something for everyone. 



Contact Us Today And Take Your Business 
To The Next Level!

Discover how BEAM Table will help increase your business's revenue, improve 

customer experience, and show customers you’re ahead of the curve by 

offering innovative and interactive gaming technology.

Call

914-340-3278

Email

contact@eyeclick.comwww.joinbeam.com

Visit


